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ABSTRACT  
We briefly present a novel software called SoNICS (So Naturally Innovative CFD Solver) for high 
performance CFD simulations. SoNICS aims at replacing in the medium term, both at ONERA and at several 
industrial and academic partners, the elsA aerodynamics simulation software. This software has a functional 
scope close to elsA with some major additional features. SoNICS also leverages innovations which rely on 
recent parallel computing and software engineering paradigms and on automatic code generation and 
differentiation. Several drivers have emerged which have led ONERA to designing an entirely new 
architecture for the SoNICS software. While our partner Safran prepares for the launch of SoNICS at its 
design offices in the next few years, Safran also makes use of elsA for its current motor programs which 
generate new needs for the elsA software. Development and validation of both SoNICS and elsA are steered 
though a close cooperation, as well as a common governance between ONERA and Safran. Both solvers are 
mainly developed by the same teams within a project supported by DGAC, the French Civil Aviation Authority. 
For the development of both solvers, we have set up an agile organization targeted at satisfying industrial 
users’ needs. This organization relies on three pillars: i- handling user’ needs instead of delivering features, 
ii- having the end-user involved at all steps of the development process, iii- testing in the end users’ 
environment. We finally briefly illustrate a few recent applications enabled with elsA thanks to this new 
organization and the first milestones achieved with the new SoNICS software.   

1 INTRODUCTION  

During the past three decades, ONERA has developed aerodynamic simulation software for the industry and 
it has put a lot of effort in aligning its CFD offer with industrial needs. During this time period the elsA software 
[1] (property of ONERA and Safran) for example has grown from an academic scale to an industrial scale 
compressible internal and external flow solver which is now currently in use at several ASD industries partners 
like Safran, Airbus and MBDA where hundreds of users at design offices make use of it on a daily basis. 
Hundreds of simulations with elsA run each day on a dozen of supercomputers and, more recently, on 
individual computers for smaller design calculations. elsA is nowadays the main aerodynamics simulation 
software in use at Safran for RANS simulations for turbomachinery design. Industrialization has been at the 
heart of ONERA CFD teams’ work. These teams have gained experience over the years and learned how to 
ship software matching end-users needs in industrial software platforms. Solid production and industrialization 
teams with high quality standards have been put in place in order to integrate new features, deploy the software 
at industrial and academic partners and bring support to the users. These teams contain product managers who 
gather and steer industrial needs and application teams who test software and run uses cases with excellent 
level of technical expertise of the industrial field. elsA has also captured over time models originating from 
various research fields: numerical analysis [2] [3] [4] [5], turbulence and transition [6][7][8][9][10][11], CFD-
CSM [12][13], ... 

However, in the past few years, because of drivers ranging from competition with other CFD software 
providers addressing the same market to breakthrough innovations in the global CFD offer (e.g. LBM 
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software) or in the hardware technology offer (e.g. GPU clusters), ONERA has questioned itself and has 
challenged at the same time both its technologies and its means to industrialize its CFD software. This has led 
ONERA on the one end to propose new ways to improve communication with industrial users to better respond 
to their needs and on the other end to challenge its technical offer to become faster at capturing breakthrough 
innovations in CFD software products. The effort goes into two directions: pulling needs from industrial users 
in order to capture in software products the features responding to these needs, and pushing in the same 
products scientific and technical innovations from its most innovative technical and scientific experts or 
academic partners. In the following, we describe why and how we started developing a new software with 
breakthrough innovations and building a new organization to respond to users’ needs. 

Safran has decided to partner with ONERA along this strategy and to make use of elsA for its current and  

near future aircraft motor designs, and then to switch its design offices in a few years to the next generation 
software SoNICS. Both elsA and SoNICS are property of ONERA and Safran. On the one hand, for its near 
ongoing motor programs, Safran needs additional features in elsA and on the other hand Safran needs to 
anticipate the changes, challenges and opportunities coming with SoNICS for its future programs. 

ONERA thus follows two avenues simultaneously with the same development and application teams: continue 
development of the current elsA software and start building the future SoNICS CFD software. The main 
project supporting these developments is named SONICE. This collaborative project between Safran Aircraft 
Engines, Safran Helicopter Engines, Safran Tech and ONERA is supported by the French DGAC and is led 
by Safran Tech. Both companies, ONERA and Safran, bring resources and expertise into this project. 

In the following, we present shortly the feature scope of elsA. We then present the drivers that led us to start 
building SoNICS.  We then outline a few key points about its innovative architecture and the scope of new 
features and new capabilities of SoNICS compared with elsA. 

2 FEATURE SCOPE OF THE CURRENT INDUSTRIAL ELSA SOLVER  

The current software elsA has been in use to simulate internal and external flows for applications ranging 
from turbomachinery [14][15][16] to aircraft [17][18], helicopters [19][20][21], missile and rockets for 
several industrial partners of the ASD domain. 
elsA offers flexibility in terms of geometry and meshes: structured, unstructured, hybrid [22], 
chimera/overset [23], body force [24] or Immersed Boundaries Method (IBM), see fig.1. 
 

Hybrid/unstructured 

 

 

Chimera 

 

Body force 
Figure 1: various meshing/geometry strategies within elsA. 

 
 
elsA contains efficient and robust finite volume methods with high order schemes like O(3) k-exact 
reconstruction [4], O(6) Lele [5] or O(5) MUSCL. It offers specific boundary conditions targeted at 
turbomachinery or propeller applications like mixing plane, chorochronic/phase-lagged [25], time spectral 
methods and reduced blade count approach, see fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: multi-chorochronic calculation with elsA. 

elsA contains turbulence models which capture complex phenomena with various levels of precision and 
cost, ranging from RANS to LES modeling [26][27]. It also offers numerous laminar-turbulence transition 
models, see fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3: left: laminar/turbulent transition on nacelle using parabola model, right: comparison 
between SAS DRSM and ZDES model. 

In addition, elsA offers advanced CFD-CSM coupling capabilities for a large spectrum of aero-elastic 
simulations [28] and it handles shape optimization using linearized and adjoint methods [29][30]. elsA also 
interoperates with external HPC solvers and external users’ scripts using python and the CGNS standard. 
Integration in industrial platforms also relies heavily on python and CGNS.  

3 BUILDING AN INNOVATIVE CFD SOFTWARE 

3.1  Motivations for building new software   
For the past years, innovation has been mostly incremental within elsA although there have been noticeable 
improvements in numerical and physical modeling. However, there has been no major disruption within elsA 
regarding HPC and software architecture in the past years. 

In the meantime, the ONERA CFD teams have acquired expertise in numerous fields. ONERA has been able 
to test very innovative software engineering and architecture concepts, or existing one which had not yet been 
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used in industrial CFD software. The ONERA teams have developed prototypes in order to grasp all levels of 
parallelism on modern hardware architecture (distributed and shared memory, cache tiling [31], loop nest 
optimization, vectorization, GPU), linear algebra (Krylov based methods and their preconditioning, 
communication optimal linear algebra [32]), algorithmic differentiation [33][34][35], data flow graph 
programming [36][37], software product line [38] and automatic code generation and optimization [39][40].  

It has been quite complex to test some of the innovations mentioned above in an industrial scale software like 
elsA. Nevertheless, ONERA has been able to develop from elsA an HPC prototype, leveraging cache tiling, 
loop nesting optimizations and vectorization and has succeeded at obtaining a x7 performance speedup (with 
exact same machine, and exact same calculation) compared with elsA on implicit calculations on unstructured 
grids. However, the elsA developers have quickly realized that it would be extremely long and costly to 
manually extend these optimizations to the entire functional scope of elsA which contains millions of lines of 
code, thousands of features and highly complex cross compatibilities between these features. Moreover, the 
developers involved both in the production of industrial scale production software elsA and in the development 
of these innovations could realize that elsA with its current architecture would be unable to sustain the changes 
coming with the future hardware architecture of the exascale and post-exascale era.  

3.2 Building SoNICS architecture  
ONERA has decided to build an entirely new CFD software in order to overcome the limitations of elsA’s 
architecture. SoNICS new architecture relies on several innovations, as summarized on fig. 4, which relies 
heavily on automation: 

• Graph generation: each specific calculation with SoNICS depends on each user needs in terms of 
physical and numerical models, parameters, boundary conditions and also on the target machine 
(CPU/GPU/Vector engines/TPU clusters). For this specific calculation, a workflow based on an 
operator graph is generated. The graph will not be the same if the user wants to perform e.g. an Euler 
simulation on a structured grid on a CPU cluster, or if the user chooses to perform instead e.g. a k-w 
RANS calculation on an unstructured grid on an heterogeneous CPU/GPU cluster. Such a graph is 
created by an automatic graph generator. This generator automatically handles cross compatibilities 
between features and provides flexibility to integrate new numerical and physical models in the future. 
It eases coupling between solvers and provides the possibility to create external operators developed 
by users using high level python scripts. These external operators are automatically inserted into the 
operator graph. 

• Code generation: a code generator is built to transform generic code developed in a high-level 
language into specific code with optimized loops and numerous HPC optimization for hitting all 
targets of every specific user context (mesh, modeling, target hardware). With this ingredient, we 
propagate HPC optimizations into the entire code and separate the HPC optimizations (into a so called 
HPC layer) from the code handling models, hiding the complications of such optimizations to 
developers building numerical or physical models. 

• Automatic linearized and adjoint code generation: we make use of algorithmic differentiation 
throughout the entire SoNICS software to obtain the linearized code by differentiation of the direct 
graph and to get the adjoint code for optimization by differentiating the same graph in reverse order. 
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Figure 4: generating specific code from generic code. 

 

3.3 Feature scope of new SoNICS software  

SoNICS targets an enlarged application spectrum compared with elsA, and aims at new capabilities which 
elsA could not offer because of its older architecture.  

Enlarged application spectrum:  

• SoNICS considers multiple fluid species, helping us simulate configurations with higher operating 
temperatures and pressure,  

• SoNICS offers a shorter turnaround time thanks to dynamic mesh adaptation, initializing calculation 
on a coarse mesh and using metric-based adaptation to refine where necessary. The introduction of 
node centered finite volumes will enable adaptation with anisotropic mesh cells, 

• SoNICS offers advanced Krylov based linear algebra, shape optimization, flow stability, flow control 
based on adjoint and embedded deep learning capabilities based on backpropagation (learning optimal 
parameters of numerical or physical models), all of these thanks to algorithmic differentiation. 
SoNICS natively handles automatic differentiation for linearized and adjoint code and for 
backpropagation, using forward and backward differentiation of the operator graph applied to the 
entire solver, 

• SoNICS handles more easily cross-compatibilities between features thanks to its operator graph 
structure. 

Shorter CPU time: with SoNICS, the generated source code is automatically optimized for each existing and 
future hardware. In addition to the design of an HPC layer leveraging all level of parallelism, SoNICS will 
strongly benefit from the impressive performance of current and future GPU hardware (e.g. NVIDIA’s Hopper 
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H100 and followers). This opens for example new possibilities for scale resolved LES and DES/ZDES 
simulations with SoNICS, and, together with optimization which we are applying to the entire distribution 
(solver plus external software tools), this will strongly reduce turnaround time at design offices for day-to-day 
RANS calculations in large design parameter spaces. 

Precision and robustness: SoNICS’s architecture eases integration of future numerical or physical models 
thanks to its operators graph structure and to the opportunity to fit external operators developed by users into 
the operator graph.  

SoNICS also enables shorter development cycles because of the use of automation. The developer codes only 
once, and optimized source code will be generated for every type of hardware. Then algorithmic differentiation 
automatically delivers the linearized and adjoint code. This strongly reduces the number of lines of source 
code which need to be developed and maintained. 

SoNICS will not only perform high fidelity calculations. It will also make use of low fidelity models like body 
force which we use for example for meridian initialization. It can also be coupled with low resolution models. 
Body force is one example of implementation of an external operator in python, which then fits in the operator 
graph and benefits subsequently from all properties (differentiation, HPC layer, cross compatibilities) of 
operators inside the operator graph. 

4 BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL NEEDS AND ONERA’S 
CFD OFFER 

We have put recently a lot of efforts building a new, more agile organization in order to better satisfy Safran 
end users’ needs. This has been possible because Safran brings sustained financial support into the organization 
but also directly participates in a lot of processes, in particular into industrialization. 

This organization relies on three pillars presented in the following paragraphs. 

4.1 Handling users’ needs instead of delivering features 
There exist high-level software platforms for the different industrial components (e.g. HP turbine, LP turbine, 
compressor, booster, nacelle, combustion chamber, …). Theses platforms have pre-tuned numerical and 
physical parameters and encapsulate the CFD solver and dedicated pre and post-processing tools tailored to 
each design need, see fig. 5. To feed the software development plan, instead of periodically centralizing a list 
of features to be developed in a given period of time, we have put in place an agile organization which aims 
at satisfying users’ need. In fact, users are e.g. design engineers who are experts at their craft but less skilful 
in numerical analysis. In order to develop the right features in the right software layers, we organize teams 
around specific users’ needs. Product owners collect users’ needs, gather a team of developers for each 
software layer and select testers from the applied engineering/design offices teams.  
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Figure 5: software layers with various types of tools. Industrial end-users have access to the 
top-level tools with pre-tuned parameters and models. Developing a coherent distribution of 
tools involves coordination between end-users, developers and testers at the various levels. 

Coordination is handled by product owners. 

 
End users express their needs in the language of their craft. They ask for example “how can I perform an 
unsteady calculation for this multi-stage turbine with cooling holes”. The product owner will decompose the 
need into features, and with the team of software developers and applied team testers, will decompose the 
resulting features into tasks to be performed in the various software layers, see fig. 6. 

 

Figure 6: users' needs are split into features and tasks. Tasks are performed in various 
software layers. 

4.2 Having the end user involved at all steps 
For each need, the end user is involved into all steps of the process. A use case, consisting of a test case and 
testing environment, is defined at the beginning of the process. Several meetings are organized periodically 
for each need which gather the end user, product owner, developers of the various software layer and testers. 

Perform unsteady 
simulations of 

multi-stage turbine 
with cooling holes 
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Acceptance tests are performed on the end user machine within the software chain of the design office 
dedicated to the aircraft component. Planning is performed by splitting the need into features, themselves being 
split into tasks, see fig 7. Tasks are assigned to individuals or group of individuals. Because individual 
developers and testers work in various software layers and at different organizations, coordination and 
synchronization by the product owner is paramount. 

 

Figure 7: planning for team handling a specific need decomposed into features and tasks in the 
various software layers. 

4.3 Testing in the industrial end users’ environment 
ONERA does not ship only a solver and a few tools designed by its teams, but instead must deliver to the end 
users an entire distribution with solver and software tools designed by teams at different organizations 
(ONERA, Safran Aircraft Engines, Safran Helicopter Engines, Safran Aero Boosters, Safran Tech, other 
industries, academics and various sub-contractors) working at remote locations. One challenge is to ship a 
distribution of tools at each different layer (as shown above on fig. 5) which are coherent and operate together 
with perfect compatibility. The version of each tool is tagged at each release of the distribution (e.g. 
Distribution_v2.0 = elsA_v5.1.1 – Tool1_v1.0 – Tool2_v2.1 – Tool3_v0.5) and a set of tests must be passed 
in order to guaranty that each feature functions correctly. 

To do so, we define use cases for each need which are industrial-scale test cases plus a well defined user 
environment, and simplify the test case in order to perform the development of each feature in the solver and 
software tools in ONERA’s environment. These tests are stored in various databases both at ONERA and 
Safran. ONERA stores the simplified development test cases in a development non-regression basis. Each 
developer runs the entire non-regression basis at each source code commit. At each release of the distribution, 
each organization runs (usually performed by each tool integrator) its own non-regression basis and validation 
basis. These tests are performed on different hardware/operating systems. 

The use of all tools in every layer of a common pivot python/CGNS standard eases a lot the development of 
interfaces between tools and the exchange of use cases between organizations. Sharing the same single 
standard also eases support for handling bugs and anomalies in the distribution. 
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In order to avoid issues when shipping distributions to Safran end users, ONERA adds to its validation basis 
larger size industrial test cases from Safran bases which are representative of industrial needs (e.g. multi-stage 
axial turbines, centrifugal compressor, axial compressors, …). However, Safran cannot share with ONERA 
most of its configurations because of confidentiality restrictions. 

While ONERA ships the distribution of its tools to Safran three times a year, the planning of these releases is 
not synchronized with the acceptance tests of features and needs (illustrated above on fig. 7). In order to ship 
and test the distribution more often, we are planning to move the organization in the near future to Continuous 
Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD). Opening access to common source repositories across 
organizations and providing access to shared computing resources for running acceptance cases are necessary 
steps which we are tackling right now.  

The three principles above have guided the development of dashboards used by teams at Safran and ONERA 
to plan and follow the development of elsA and SoNICS so that these solvers satisfy users’ needs. 

5  RECENT APPLICATIONS WITH ELSA AND SONICS MATCHING USERS 
NEEDS 

In the following paragraphs, we showcase a few recent new features developed in elsA thanks to the new 
agile organization. We then show the first milestones achieved with the newly born SoNICS.  
 

5.1  A few recent features of elsA originating from Safran end users’ needs 
 
Because our partner Safran starts ambitious programs for new aircraft motor configurations, motor designers 
need many additional features in elsA in order to obtain better simulations representativity (geometry and 
mesh strategy, physical models like turbulence, transition, real gases, boundary conditions dedicated to 
turbomachinery, …), precision and CPU performance. We exhibit below a few recent features among 
numerous other features developed during the two past years. 

Non-reflecting boundary conditions 

Future motor configurations will be more compact with faster rotation speed. In order to simulate such 
configurations, it is difficult to avoid putting boundary conditions nearby blades, and artificial reflection of 
waves (shocks, rarefaction waves …) occur on these boundary conditions. Following and extending the 
theoretical work of Giles [41], we have developed non-reflecting boundary conditions which strongly dampen 
spurious reflections on inlet, outlet and mixing plane boundary conditions, as shown on fig. 8. With these new 
boundary conditions, we obtain a strong dampening of the shock reflection together with almost negligible 
discrepancies on quantities of interest compared with reference calculations on a very long domain: flow rate 
< 0.05%, compression rate < 0.09% and efficiency < 0.47%.  
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Figure 8: left: older version of elsA exhibiting reflection of shocks on outlet boundary 
condition located near blade row, right: April 2022 version of elsA with dampened reflection 

on the outlet condition 

This feature is currently validated both at ONERA and Safran using increasingly complex test cases (axial and 
centrifugal compressors) representative of design offices’ needs. 

Stage reduction boundary condition on unstructured meshes 

Adapting the stage reduction boundary condition to unstructured meshes involves complex computational 
geometry algorithms, which have to be performed in distributed parallel environment. One needs to perform 
optimally mesh intersections on both sides of the join and distributed HPC communication strategies must also 
be optimized. This type of boundary conditions enables unsteady turbomachinery calculations. A large number 
of validation cases has been successfully passed before shipping this feature to the design offices who will 
shortly use it in production. Figure 9 illustrates validation on a Vega 3 test case. 

 

 

Figure 9: stage reduction join validated on Vega 3 case. 

 
CPU acceleration of implicit calculations with elsA 
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We illustrate a development where elsA has benefited from innovations of an early prototype of the SoNICS 
software. In this prototype, we have implemented an algorithm for ordering the unknowns along wavefront 
hyperplanes inside the mesh. These ordering and additional vectorization optimizations led to a x7 
performance speedup of implicit LU-SGS calculations on unstructured meshes with the SoNICS prototype 
compared with elsA. We have transferred some of the ingredients of this algorithm (not all of them because 
of elsA design limitations) into the elsA solver. Calculations by Safran of a Tatef compressor (fig. 10) exhibit 
a x2.6 performance speedup while ONERA ZDES calculations of a shear layer exhibit a x3.1 performance 
speedup.  

 Figure 10: left : waverfront ordering of the unknowns, left : Tatef compressor calculation 
showing that the current version of elsA is 2.6 times faster than older (before 2020) versions 

f l A  hi  fi i  

 

5.2  First milestones achieved with SoNICS 
 

We have finalized in the past months many of the key elements of the SoNICS architecture. A few milestones 
have been successfully achieved. We have run test cases which concern HPC and numerical schemes: 

• An operator graph and numerical operators have been generated both for CPU and GPU calculations.  

• Two versions of the numerical schemes, one cell-centered, the other node-centered, have been set up. 
This second version allows for more robust calculations on anisotropic unstructured meshes which 
we target in our dynamic mesh adaptation strategy.  

Figure 11 shows an Euler calculation with a Roe scheme on an M6 wing at low Mach number using a cell-
centered discretization.  

In addition, we have measured notable acceleration of the HPC performances of SoNICS compared with elsA: 

• On CPU processors: we have measured a x14 acceleration between SoNICS and a 2020 version of 
elsA (on same hardware, same configuration, same calculation) thanks to the optimizations contained 
in the HPC layer. 

• On GPUs: a x100 acceleration compared to the same calculation on CPUs. This is the expected result 
which corresponds grossly to the flops difference between the two hardware architectures. 
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 Figure 11: Euler calculation of M6 wing using SoNICS 

 

6  CONCLUSIONS  

We have shown in this paper the drivers which have led ONERA to switch to the development of an innovative 
CFD software named SoNICS, while continuing development of the current elsA solver for the medium term 
needs of our partner Safran. While we progressively scale down elsA, SoNICS will evolve to an industrial-
scale software with a feature scope larger than elsA. SoNICS will also bring breakthrough capabilities which 
we believe will provide a competitive edge to Safran for its future motor programs. The robust organization 
around software development and industrialization will help aligning the software distribution to users’ needs. 
While we continue on our roadmap and increase momentum by switching more skilled developers and 
application engineers to SoNICS, progressively achieving major development milestones, we are confident 
that the differentiating capabilities brought by SoNICS will help Safran and other ONERA partners achieve 
successes in future industrial programs. 
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